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Abstract

The proposed planar antenna with different asymmetrically hanging type arms for WLAN /Bluetooth/ Zigbee/ WiMAX/ HYPERLAN and Military applications. The proposed antenna consists asymmetrically three arms and defected ground plane to resonates 2.44GHz, 3.4GHz 5.3GHz and 7.5GHz cover WLAN, Bluetooth, Zigbee, WiMAX, HYPERLAN and Military applications. The dimension of antenna is 32×12×1.6mm³. The fabricated antenna shows good measured results for the multiband operation as per simulated.
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1. Introduction

Recently multiband planar monopole antenna became very popular due to small size, low weight, portable and easily comfortable with electronic circuits. Now a days portable devices consists of different frequency bands for wireless local area network(WLAN) standards in the 2.4GHz(2400–2480 MHz), 5.2GHz(5150-5350MHz) 5.8GHz (5725-5825MHz), Zigbee (2.405-2.480GHz), WiMAX 3.5GHz (3400-3600MHz) Bluetooth (2400-2483.5MHz) and military(7250-7750). The multiband antenna becomes popular instead of using single band for single antenna which reduces size as well as applicable of different band in several portable advance devices such as laptop, cellular phone sets and stylish phones is also growing such type of provision. The internet and mobile communication needs the enlargement of microwave systems such as WLANs, Bluetooth, Zigbee and WiMAX beside with elevated speed release data at reasonable price.

There are various techniques available for designing multiband planar monopole antenna. A multiple band obtained by few researcher are as follows, three rectangular tuning strips is used to cover the desired bands [1]. The two F-shaped slots of the same size are etched on a rectangular patch to achieve multiband operation[2]. The inverted U-shaped and L-shaped strip provide the wideband nature to cover the WLAN with WiMAX frequency band [3]. The symmetrical L-and U-shaped slots were cut out within patch to provide desired resonance frequencies [4]. The proposed antenna consists of an F-shaped with an inverted L-shaped strip-sleeve shorted at the ground plane [5]. The projected antenna consists of U and T shaped stub resonator to obtained dual band [6]. It consists two symmetrical twisted arms with each arm two bended strips with same width and lengths and partial ground plane [7]. U-shape get by connecting two short line and added two square shapes at the upper side of each line which they give good response at two operating frequencies 2.4 GHz and 3.5 GHz [8]. In this antenna was added U shaped branch which resonates at the lowest frequency of 900 MHz Similarly other L shaped branches were added to achieve resonance at other desired frequencies [9]. There are two L-shaped slots scratch out of the ground and one U-shaped slot out of the E-shaped patch [10]. The L-shaped slot cut out of the ground and patch, is produced multiband operation [11].

The gain of different planar monopole antennas have enough but their advantages such as easy fabrication, compact size, multiple band, low size, low weight and easy fabrication etc. The plan behind this designing is to developed planar monopole antenna at an reasonable price, which can work WLAN, WiMAX, HYPERLAN, Zigbee and Bluetooth applications. It can be mentioned here that job involves in depth parametric study, which would assist the upcoming designers to select any parameter of the antenna depending upon the needs for obtain the result. Here, a low profile multiband planar monopole antenna is presented which covers WLAN, WiMAX, HYPERLAN, Bluetooth and Zigbee frequency bands. The projected antenna is low profile such as easy fabrication, compact size, multiple band, low size, low weight and easy fabrication etc. The antennas belong with asymmetrically arms and modified ground plane to achieve multiband.
2. Antenna design with simulation result

Figure 1, shows the real physical construction of the antenna with back side and front side using Computer Simulation Technology (CST software) Microwave studio. The FR4 substrate is used with relative dielectric constant 4.3 and height 1.6 mm. The in particular volume of antenna is 32x12x1.6 mm$^3$. The parametric analysis is optimized for good impedance matching and to generate for multiple band operation. When the matching of impedance with source through SMA connector and antenna to deliver more amount of power at output side. In multiband antenna capacitor and inductor are responsible for generate complex network due to the frequency dependent component which some quality factor.

From the figure 1 light black is used to as copper layer on front and back side. White portion is used as substrate of planar antenna which height is 1.6 mm.

Table 1 shows dimensions of patch and ground of proposed antenna. The microstrip line is connected to the patch of front side of antenna which is taken as 2mm to produce 50 for resonant frequency so, the radiating patch and microstrip line is on same side.

3. Simulation results

The entire simulations of the projected antenna are carried out with the Computer Simulation Technology (CST software) Microwave studio. The simulated reflection coefficient is offered in fig.2. From the figure 2 it is observed that arm2 is produced resonant frequencies like 2.44GHz, 3.4GHz. The arm1 is responsible for 5.29GHz. The arm3 is responsible for 57.54GHz. Modified ground plane improve the bandwidth with matching input impedance for generating different resonant frequencies. The inferior frequency band is from 2.39 to 2.51 GHz with bandwidth of 120MHz casing Zigbee, Bluetooth and WLAN.

From figure 2 it is observed that the reflection coefficient for useful resonance frequency is less than -10dB so it is acceptable by comparing standard parameter.

It is radiated more than 90% power when the VSWR changes from 1 to 2. For every resonance frequency VSWR lies between 1 & 2 such as 1.07 for 2.44GHz, 1.29 for 3.4GHz, 1.102 for 5.28GHz & 1.0531 for 7.52 GHz. The VSWR is directly correlated with matching of transmission. When VSWR is closed to one mean the more power is radiated from antenna.
Fig. 4: Polar Radiation patterns of antenna at (a) 2.44GHz (b) 3.4GHz (c) 5.29GHz (d) 7.54GHz and 7.53GHz resonance frequencies is 1.28 dB, 1.94dB, 0.15dB and 3.14dB respectively.

4. Experimental Results

This proposed antenna is fabricated using PCB Prototype machine which results are tested by Vector Network Analyser (VNA). The VNA is calibrated by calibration trainer kit which minimizes the error due and connectors. The photo of fabricated multiband planar monopole is as shown in below figure 6.

In figure 6 shows the fabricated front side of patch antenna with all necessary dimensions including SMA connector. Bottom side of patch antenna shows in figure 6 with all corresponding simulation dimensions by SMA connector soldering.
Above figure shows that proposed antenna is suitable for the multiband operation. The Measured and simulated results of S11 quite match by comparing to each other. From the above analysis it is clear that most of electromagnetic waves radiates to the outward direction. From the above observation it is conclude that antenna deliver more than 90% power to the surrounding areas.

Table 2
Measured S11 and VSWR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency GHz</th>
<th>S11(dB)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>-13.3</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>-15.6</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>-17.07</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In this paper design and analysis of different arms to obtained different resonance frequencies. Both fabricated and simulated results has quite same by measuring Vector Network Analyser. For different resonating frequencies like 2.44GHz, 3.4GHz and 5.29GHz which has low return loss. The fabrication antenna can be used for various applications such as WLAN, Bluetooth, Zigbee, WiMAX and HYPERLAN. It provides good for wireless applications to different frequency. By using arm structure technique reduce the size of antenna maintaining the all important parameters.
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